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In a political and commercial martial arts industry, protection of
intellectual property and the character and personality of the well-known
martial arts master is a topic of increasing relevance.

Lye’s law

By William Lye

Is your face Protected?

When I got my personally
autographed set of six DVDs on the
Filipino martial arts by the

legendary Guro Dan Inosanto, who was
recently in Australia to present seminars, I
was thrilled to have my first celebrity-
endorsed product from the former
Hollywood actor and leading authority on
the late Bruce Lee’s Jeet Kune Do system
and the Filipino fighting arts.

Celebrity endorsements have long been
a popular marketing method. While it does
ensure the product becomes a collectors’
item, the real purpose of endorsement is to
provide a valuable association between the
product and the celebrity in the hope that
such association would benefit the
product, the celebrity and the people
licensed to promote it.

In Australia, the current legal position is
that there is no property in character or
personality per se [OR: a person’s character
or personality is deemed to not be
‘property’ to which one has rights]. The
case of Talmax v Telstra Corp Ltd (1996) 36
IPR 46, involving swimmer Kieren Perkins,
is a good example of the Court’s
consideration of such concepts. Perkins
had an agreement with his own
management company to commercially use
his name, image and reputation. Perkins
alleged that Telstra had exploited his name,
image and reputation without his authority
by using his picture in an advertisement in a
Queensland newspaper. Telstra argued that
the agreement Perkins had with his own
company did not assign any property right
recognised by Australian law, and thus the
company had no cause of action against
Telstra, as ownership arguably rested only
with Perkins. The Court did not consider the
issue further, as both Perkins and his
company were plaintiffs in the action. It is
my view that Telstra’s argument has some
force because Perkins’ personality or
character is not a property right recognised
by Australian law at this stage.

In order to avoid a similar problem for
the well-known martial arts celebrity or
master, one solution could be to seek
trademark registration of the martial

artist’s appearance or face in different
angles or poses.

To the martial arts celebrity/master, his
or her name, image and reputation are
assets, which could be either lawfully
exploited or misappropriated. This scenario
becomes relevant when former members of
a martial arts organisation break away from
their traditional founder but wish to

continue to display images of him or
indicate some type of association with their
former organisation, so as to exploit their
founder’s reputation in order to attract new
members to their organisation. So, what is
the appropriate legal redress against
unauthorised exploitation of one’s
character or personality?

The charge of ‘passing off’ is generally
used to protect the rights of celebrities to
commercially exploit their own reputation.
Thus, where a person is using another’s
name or image without a licence to do so, it
will most likely result in liability for passing off,
because the person has created in the minds
of consumers a false association between its
goods or services and the celebrity. The
misrepresentation must clearly identify the
celebrity and also suggest a connection with
the infringer, involving sponsorship or
endorsement of some sort. The celebrity
must also have lost real or potential earnings
as a result or suffered damage to their image. 

However, a defendant may avoid liability
by clearly disclaiming any authorisation
from the celebrity. This was certainly found

to be so in the case of Newton-John v.
Scholl-Plough Aust Ltd (1986) 11 FCR 233,
where the advertisement featured a woman
who had considerable likeness to Olivia
Newton-John but in very large letters the
words appearing: “Olivia? No, Maybelline”.
While there was unauthorised use of the
name and a look-alike appearance, and the
exploitation of a well-known personality,
there was no misrepresentation. The
advertiser was saying that the person in the
advertisement was not Olivia Newton-
John—a true statement.

An injunction may also be sought to
prevent misleading and deceptive conduct
under the provisions of sections 52 and 53
of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth). If
former members of a well-known martial
arts organisation decide to use the founder’s
name and likeness in the promotion of their
new martial arts organisation without the
founder’s authorisation, and the promotional
material implies that they are authorised to
use the founder’s name or likeness, then
that representation is arguably false. The law
focuses on protecting the consumer from
such misrepresentations.

Celebrity endorsement is definitely a
valuable thing. However, for some so-
called martial artists, their credibility is
derived only from being associated with a
well-known master or lineage. Making such
association or connection does not
necessarily make the martial artist a better
teacher or practitioner. 

For any master who has spent many
years practising and developing
incredible skill and reputation, it is
imperative that they protect their good
name, image and reputation as it would
mean that the high standards required of
the next generation of martials arts
practitioners would be maintained.
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